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Abstract: The ever-increasing amount of research output through scientific articles requires means to enable transparency and a better understanding of key entities of the research lifecycle, referred to as research artifacts, such as methods, software, datasets, etc. Research Knowledge Graphs (RKG) make research artifacts findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable (FAIR) and facilitate their interpretability. In this article, we describe the role of RKGs, from their construction to the expected benefits, including an overview and a vision of their use within the German National Research Data Infrastructure (NFDI) consortium NFDI4DataScience (NFDI4DS). This paper includes insights about the existing RKGs, how to formally represent research artifacts, and how this supports better transparency and reproducibility in data science and artificial intelligence. We also discuss key challenges, such as RKG construction, and integration, and give an outlook on future work.
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1 Introduction

Scientific results are typically disseminated through unstructured research publications that describe problems, outline methodologies, present contributions, and discuss experimental results. However, processing information from unstructured documents is costly and requires substantial efforts, making it challenging to actually understand the state-of-the-art in a respective field and the relations and dependencies between tasks, datasets, methods, machine learning models, or overall performance. This problem has been elevated by the shift towards increasingly data-driven and deep learning-based systems, which are known to suffer from dramatic reproducibility issues and often do not outperform simple baselines despite being considered state-of-the-art approaches [DCJ19]. Behind these significant challenges in the field of data science and AI is a lack of transparency about the inherent
dependencies of data, models and code as being used in increasingly complex data processing pipelines.

The current practices as part of the scientific process still involve substantial efforts in searching, browsing and parsing unstructured documents to find relevant resources and insights, where the increasing amount of scholarly literature only increases required efforts. This has further increased the need to represent, store, and document research outcomes, including intricate and complex relationships among research questions, models, data, results, and all-produced research artifacts. Making research outcomes available implies making the entire research lifecycle transparent and all relevant research artifacts findable, accessible, interoperable, and re-useable in the best sense of the FAIR Data Principles [Wi16, Ba22]. While some solutions suggest prompting authors to annotate certain research entities (e.g., contributions) during the creation of their articles [BBK23], the variable nature of manuscripts pre-publication leaves no assurance that authors will consistently and diligently annotate these entities. Therefore, novel and scalable means for extracting and representing digital research artifacts are crucial for the preservation, exploration, use, and reuse of research.

Knowledge graphs (KGs) are being widely used to represent data in a machine-actionable fashion following established principles, such as the FAIR principles and W3C standards, and are particularly focused on capturing relations between entities, usually expressed as RDF triples. KGs have been used already to represent and manage information in scientific contexts, where examples include Nanopublications¹ [GGV10], SoftwareKG [SZK20], Springer SciGraph², Computer Science KG [De22b] and the Open Research Knowledge Graph (ORKG) [Au20, Ja19]. We do refer to such applications of KGs for research data and information management as Research Knowledge Graphs (RKG).

Building on these foundations, the NFDI4DataScience (NFDI4DS)³ consortium, part of the German National Research Data Infrastructure (NFDI) initiative, aims at addressing the aforementioned challenges with respect to reproducibility and transparency in data science and AI through an integrated RKG infrastructure. The goal is to establish an integrated infrastructure that provides efficient access to DS and AI resources, most notable, data, code, and machine learning models, and to provide transparent information about their interdependencies. This will be achieved through both building on established RKGs and constructing novel RKGs, e.g. through scholarly information extraction models applied to large corpora of data science and AI literature. This work gives an overview of current work and future directions within this context.

¹ https://nanopub.org/
² https://www.springernature.com/gp/researchers/scigraph
³ https://www.nfdi4datascience.de/
2 Research Knowledge Graphs in NFDI4DS

RKGs allow for structuring relations between research artifacts and other entities (e.g., authors, organizations, etc.), making them machine-understandable and searchable. They are also a means toward re-usability and further machine-actionability of the structured information. RKGs are typically generated from different kinds of (meta)data sources. They can serve various use cases, such as search across a specific knowledge domain, understanding of entities dependencies, use of data within computer-based approaches, etc. Examples include searching for research datasets, understanding research methods, their use, and dependencies on other research artifacts (code, used datasets, etc.), as well as understanding scientific discourse. Thus, RKGs enable researchers to explore a research field from various facets by exploiting their inherent linkage structures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>RKG</th>
<th>Scope</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>quality-controlled</td>
<td>SoMeSci [Sc21]</td>
<td>software mentions in scientific articles, currently consisting of about 4.4 million triples, describing metadata and context of 3,756 mentions in 1,367 articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ground truths datasets</td>
<td>GESIS KG Infrastructure*</td>
<td>tools for constructing RKGs of research information, metadata and primary research data at GESIS, i.e., the GESIS Search KG [Hi19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scholarly resource metadata</td>
<td>DBLP KG [db23]</td>
<td>metadata about 6.7 million computer science publication entities and 3.2 million author entities, 362 million RDF triples in total (Jun. 2023)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>primary research data</td>
<td>TweetsKB [Fa18]</td>
<td>metadata about 1.5 billion tweets (collected Feb. 2013 - Mar. 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>primary research data</td>
<td>TweetsCOVID19 [Di20]</td>
<td>subset of TweetsKB containing COVID-related tweets reflecting the societal discourse about COVID-19 on Twitter (Oct 2019 - Apr 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>primary research data</td>
<td>ClaimsKG [Tc19, Ga23]</td>
<td>claims and their evaluation from fact-checking websites, currently holding about 28 thousand claims from six English-language websites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>automatically (NLP-)generated</td>
<td>SoftwareKG [Sc22]</td>
<td>information about software mention statements from more than 51,000 scientific articles from the social sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resource relations</td>
<td>CS-KG [De22a, De22c]</td>
<td>large-scale automatically generated knowledge graph composed by over 350 million RDF triples describing 41 million statements from 6.7 million articles about 10 million entities (tasks, methods, materials, metrics, etc.) linked by 179 semantic relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>community expression</td>
<td>The Open Research Knowledge Graph [Au20, Ja19]</td>
<td>structured semantic descriptions of articles, crowdsourced from authors and researchers, incl comparisons of contributions, visualizations, leaderboards</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 1: Overview of RKGs in NFDI4DS
The NFDI4DS RKGs aim at providing knowledge about research artifacts and their relationships in a well-structured representation. Next to providing individual research knowledge graphs, NFDI4DS will focus on integrating individual research artifacts (e.g., datasets) within each respective category and into a joint research knowledge graph infrastructure that preserves their identity and provenance. A particular focus is on sharing data as well as methods and infrastructure for extracting and curating scholarly knowledge.

The RKG infrastructure of NFDI4DS will be based upon existing RKGs and resource collections targeting different types of entities and purposes, which typically can be classified into the following categories: (i) RKGs built on quality-controlled ground truth datasets, (ii) RKGs built on scholarly resource metadata, (iii) RKGs built on primary research data, (iv) RKGs built on automatically (NLP-)generated resource relations, and (v) RKGs built on community expression of scholarly papers. For an overview of the RKGs in NFDI4DS and their categorization, we refer you to Table 1. Additionally, efforts will also be made to establish and include new RKGs that will be developed, e.g., by the methods generated in the shared tasks (see Section 3).

3 Scholarly Information Extraction and RKG Construction

There are different ways RKG construction takes place depending on the category the RKG belongs to and the purpose it serves. For example, RKGs can be generated by lifting a structured database (e.g., DBLP), manually annotating high-quality-controlled corpora (e.g., SoMeSci), by information extraction (IE) using a supervised mechanism (e.g., SoftwareKG), and also by community efforts as the case of ORKG. Depending on the mechanism an RKG is generated, it bears pros and cons with respect to costs, quality, and scalability. An important effort in NFDI4DS is about scholarly IE methods. In fact, a shared task is in place within NFDI4DS for software mention, MLModel, and dataset mention detection which aims at (i) collecting insights and reproducible methodologies from the ML and DS community, and (ii) further promoting the automatic extraction of research artifacts. A major task in NFDI4DS remains the enrichment of existing RKGs with entities (representing research artifacts) and relations extracted from scholarly papers and the provision of ground truth datasets based on scholarly IE. Recent IE tasks on scholarly publications are:

- Classification of Scholarly Publications: This IE task aims at fostering discoverability by multi-class single-label research field classifiers trained on a manually built benchmark dataset based on the ORKG research field taxonomy. For the area of DS and AI research, a specific dataset will be provided to further extend the classifier to solve a multi-class multi-label classification on a more fine-grained taxonomy of research fields.
- Software Mention Detection: To advance transparency of the software used in research initial efforts are made to provide an RKG containing articles that link to the software cited, e.g., as done in SoftwareKG [Sc22]. However, as software mentions are usually
informal and incomplete we aim at advancing the field of software mention detection and disambiguation through novel methods.

- **Leaderboard Extraction:** Leaderboards aim to aggregate a few related research artifacts, such as tasks, models, datasets, evaluation metrics, and scores [Ho19]. The goal is to automatically mine leaderboards for empirical AI research [KDA21, KDA23a, KDA23b] and provide them in a machine-readable way to enable scientists to better keep track of research progress.

- **Machine Learning and Dataset Mention Detection:** Today, two of the most important entities in scientific articles are Machine Learning (ML) models and datasets. In an era where DS has an ever-increasing contribution of data to scholarly communication, data is processed and produced by various ML paradigms in different experimental scenarios. This paves the way for intricate relationships between these two entity types such as “related to”, “derived from”, “cited by”, etc.

- **Metadata Extraction:** Linking methodologies, datasets, and results to their respective authors and research papers is crucial. However, the task is challenging due to the variety of paper templates [Bo21]. Hence, the objective is to leverage multimodal techniques for extracting author metadata and for parsing and extracting references [BAS19].

In addition to IE activities, there exist other initiatives for constructing RKGs from existing data. An example of this is the GESIS Data Search\(^5\) platform, consisting of research and survey studies data provided to users through a search portal. Very recently, an effort has been made to thoroughly exploit these data via metadata mining and structuring them as an RKG. Finally, a further activity is lifting the GESIS Methods Hub into a RKG. The Methods Hub is being developed within the Digital Behavioral Data\(^6\) project about reproducible and reusable methods, that aims to support social scientists to reuse state-of-the-art methods on newly collected data. The Methods Hub RKG will provide methods as first-class research output, and enable their search and citability.

4 **NFDI4DS Registry and RKGs Integration**

Given the variety of RKGs and their use cases, we envision an NFDI4DS Registry to make them searchable and available to the community. More precisely, we plan to launch an NFDI4DS Registry platform that will present the RKGs along different categories (e.g., scholarly resource metadata, primary research data, etc. as presented in Section 2.), including their documentation, schemas, example queries, etc. Additionally, the NFDI4DS Registry will provide links to the SPARQL endpoints that can be used to explore the RKGs. However, just providing the RKGs is not sufficient to meet the demand for using RKGs to address

\(^5\) [https://datasearch.gesis.org/start](https://datasearch.gesis.org/start)

cross-domain research questions; therefore, a particular focus is set on RKG integration and related topics such as schema integration, linking, federation, use of PIDs, among others. In this regard, we pursue the following activities:

**Schema Integration.** One of the main goals of the NFDI4DS initiative is to make research digital objects FAIR. To achieve this, we are investigating schemas and vocabularies to formally represent research entities, their semantics across disciplines (i.e., an entity can have different meanings in different disciplines), and RKGs' intended uses (e.g., find machine learning models applied on a dataset, describe research trends, etc.). In detail, this activity involves the alignment of current classes and properties among the schemas and vocabularies that are already in use in the existing RKGs (e.g., SoftwareKG, GESIS Search KG, etc.). As an outcome, we plan to develop a unified schema that describes existing RKGs that can be reused for other RKGs (e.g., new RKGs that are being built within the NFDI4DS activities). We will deliver mappings among the existing schemas and provide core schema elements that can be reused in a variety of scenarios. The schema alignment will enable a common representation and search possibilities (e.g., the same query can be used to explore more than one RKG), making the exploration and use of research digital objects easier. In addition, one more expected benefit is that services that are tailored to a specific RKG can be adopted with less or zero costs to other RKGs.

**Interlinking and Enrichment.** Different RKGs can describe the same entity from different perspectives. For instance, the conceptual entity *Random Forest* is described by both SoftwareKG and CS-KG. In SoftwareKG, *Random Forest* is described based on its mentions in research papers and the kind of mention i.e., use, creation, deposition, and allusion; in CS-KG the same entity is described by its connection to other entities e.g., `<cskg:random_forest, skos:broader, cskg:machine_learning_method>, <cskg:random_forest, cskg-onto:methodUsedBy, cskg:classification>`, etc. Linking various RKGs is an essential activity within NFDI to take advantage of all the current RKGs developments. This will be done based on the type of content RKGs describe (e.g., by exploiting connections to Semantic Web hubs like DBpedia7 and Wikidata8, identifiers for authors e.g., ORCIDs, DOIs for papers, etc.). The linking methodology will be based on the content of the various RKGs and their intended use. The linking will enable a more complete representation of the entities, thus allowing RKG users to get a better understanding of the entities and their scope. To achieve this, we plan to explore automatic methods based on semantic similarity and relatedness in order to scale to the millions of entities that the various RKGs listed in Table 1 contain. As a deliverable, we plan to provide links among RKGs to enable federation and enrich the overall knowledge about the described entities.

**Persistent Identifiers.** When it comes to linking entities and resources from different RKGs, persistent identifiers (PIDs) play an important role. A PID inventory and assessment at GESIS revealed that different RKGs involve heterogeneous PID systems, namespaces, and URI schemas, ranging from third-party ensured DOIs to informal, self-hosted URIs. The

---

7 https://www.dbpedia.org/
8 https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Main_Page
situation in NFDI4DS is similar, where formal PIDs and DOIs (e.g. used to refer to scientific literature and datasets as e.g. in DBLP KG [db23]) and informal URIs (like e.g. in the SoftwareKG [Sc22]) coexist. To overcome these inconsistencies, we will generate a PID strategy that serves as a guideline and gives recommendations on the assignment of PIDs to entities and resources, e.g. which PID system (externally hosted like DOIs or internally hosted like URIs) to use for which entity types/resource types, and how to organize the joint existence of PIDs like DOIs and URIs for the same entities.

5 Conclusion and Outlook

This paper has summarised current work and future directions for building up an integrated RKG infrastructure for scientific resources in data science and AI, most notably, data, code, and machine learning models. Building on a rich set of established RKGs, datasets, and corpora, involving key resources such as the DBLP bibliographic repository, NFDI4DS aims at enabling a more integrated and machine-interpretable view of research information and resources. The RKG infrastructure will form the foundation for searching and using resources, understanding the dependencies, and more generally, provide a transparent view on the very dynamic research landscape in the field of artificial intelligence.

Another challenge is the need for a community-based agreement on shared PIDs and vocabularies used to identify and describe the research artifacts within the RKG infrastructure. While there is a wealth of vocabularies currently in use, consensus-finding processes are required to establish jointly shared and understand vocabularies and standards. An activity to be taken into account here is the initiative on a common NFDI core ontology9 aiming to facilitate FAIR access to research data across all scientific domains within the NFDI program [Ti23]. As an outcome for 2024, we plan to provide a web-based registry on which all NFDI4DS RKGs are presented along the different categories and are accessible, e.g., via their SPARQL endpoints. This registry will also provide the elaborated schema mappings between different RKGs, exemplary federated SPARQL queries, computed links between resources/entities of different RKGs as well as a joint NFDI4DS PID strategy to ensure share practices for naming and identifying resources within DS and AI.
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